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Abstract
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a psychiatric disorder found in individuals afflicted by a
traumatic event. Multiple environmental and genetic factors can contribute to PTSD susceptibility.
Since it is rare to find members of the same family afflicted by the same catastrophic event, it is
not practical to determine PTSD susceptibility genes by a gene linkage analysis. A natural disaster,
such as the 2004 Tsunami, provided us with a rare chance for a genetic analysis of PTSD. To identify SNPs associated with PTSD susceptibility, we conducted a genome-association study (GWAS) in
Thai-Tsunami survivors. Initial phase of the study with 396 chronic PTSD patients and 457 controls, we identified top ninety SNPs (P < 1 × 10−4), which were further assessed in the second phase
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with 395 chronic PTSD patients and 798 controls. Two SNPs (rs267950 and rs954406), were identified in the second phase, and subjected to fine mapping using a data set from both phases. SNP
rs267943 showed the strongest association with PTSD susceptibility and was in complete linkage
disequilibrium with SNP rs267950 with P = 6.15 × 10−8, OR = 1.46 and 95% CI = 1.19 - 1.79, reaching genome-wide significance. SNP rs267943 is located on chromosome 5 in the intron of the
death-associated protein 1 (DAP1) gene and, when linked to a synthetic promoter, could regulate
transcription. To our knowledge, this is the first GWAS for PTSD susceptibility in an Asian population which could provide an important insight into the genetic contribution of PTSD and may lead
to new treatment strategies for PTSD.

Keywords
Death-Associated Protein 1 Gene (DAP1), Genetics, Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS),
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), Tsunami

1. Introduction
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a psychiatric disorder with debilitating consequences that has gained
much interest in recent years. PTSD settles in and stays with an individual for a long period of time making it
difficult for an individual with PTSD to live a normal life and return to the society. PTSD affects an individual
after experiencing or witnessing a traumatic or life-threatening event such as major natural or man-made disasters including earthquakes, hurricanes, major floods, tsunami or wars. Individuals afflicted by PTSD can be categorized into three major groups according to their symptoms including re-experiencing, avoidance and hyperarousal. Not all individuals who experienced or witnessed a traumatic event will develop PTSD. Some may only
experience PTSD-like symptoms for a short period of time. However, an individual is likely to be diagnosed
with PTSD if the symptoms persist for longer than one month. PTSD can be further sub-categorized into two
groups, acute and chronic PTSD, according to the length of time taken to resolve PTSD-related symptoms.
Acute PTSD usually takes less than three month whereas chronic PTSD usually takes more than three months to
resolve. The prevalence of PTSD after a natural disaster ranged from as low as 22.3% to as high as 78% [1]-[3],
while the prevalence of PTSD after a war or a man-made disaster ranged from 2% to 17% [4]. Due to an increase in political unrests in numerous regions around the world today, it is likely that more and more people
will be affected by PTSD. Therefore, a better understanding of PTSD pathogenesis may help identify and prevent susceptible individuals from developing the disease and may lead to better diagnostics and treatments of
PTSD.
Similar to many psychiatric disorders, PTSD is a complex and multifactorial psychiatric disorder. Multiple
environmental and genetic factors, including sex, age, the severity of the traumatic event [5] [6], hormone levels
[7], history of mental illnesses, and childhood trauma [8] [9], have been reported to influence the development
of PTSD. In this study, we seek to determine whether genetic factors could be involved in PTSD susceptibility.
Several studies suggested the contribution of genetic factors in the pathogenesis of PTSD. True W., et al. reported that genetic factors accounted for 13% - 34% of a variation in PTSD symptoms [10]. Similar results were
found in a study of PTSD symptoms in identical twins [11]. Together, these studies suggest that genetic factors
may play a significant role in the pathogenesis of PTSD.
Furthermore, increasing numbers of studies identified candidate genes that could be important for PTSD susceptibility. These candidate genes include genes that are involved in both neurotransmitter system, such as dopamine [12] [13], serotonin [14]-[17] and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) [18], and non-neurotransmitter,
such as glucocorticoid [19]-[21]. The candidate gene approach has gained popularity in recent years leading to
identification of several PTSD susceptibility genes. However, these PTSD susceptibility genes remain controversial and inconsistent due to variations in several parameters including sample size, ethnicity, type of traumatic event, experimental design and data analysis [15] [17] [22] [23]. In addition, PTSD susceptibility genes are
unlikely to express in general population since individuals are only affected by PTSD after exposure to a traumatic event, making it challenging to design a genetic study in search for PTSD susceptibility genes. It is also
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impractical to perform family linkage analysis for PTSD since it is extremely rare to find individuals from the
same family experiencing or witnessing similar traumatic events. Because of these limiting factors, how genetic
factors contribute to the development of PTSD remains poorly understood.
A natural disaster brings about destruction and trauma to a population as a whole. One of the most devastating
and deadliest natural disasters in recent history took place on December 26, 2004. An earthquake, with a magnitude 9.0 on Richter scales with an epicenter off the northwest coast of Sumatra, Indonesia, triggered a series of
tsunami along the coast of landmasses around the Indian Oceana and the Andaman Sea, claiming an estimated
of 300,000 lives. In Thailand, several popular coastal resort cities along the Andaman Sea including Phuket and
KhaoLak, were badly hit, killing an estimate of 8000 lives. This tragic and devastating event not only caused
tremendous loss of lives and properties. Many of the 2004 tsunami survivors suffered from a variety psychiatric
conditions especially PTSD. A survey, carried out six-month after the 2004 tsunami, showed that the prevalence
of chronic and lifetime PTSD of the 2004 tsunami survivors were 21.6% and 3.9%, respectively [24]. The devastation and trauma of the 2004 tsunami touched thousands of lives along the coast of the Andaman Sea in
Thailand providing us with a rare opportunity to conduct genetic analysis for PTSD. We hypothesized that
PTSD susceptibility was associated with at least one or more genetic variants or SNPs in the genome. A large
number of the 2004 tsunami survivors enabled us to conduct a Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS) in
over two thousands of individuals from six provinces along the coast of the Andaman Sea in south Thailand and
determine whether any genetic variants or SNPs were associated with the onset of chronic PTSD.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subjects
This study was approved by The Ethical Review Committee for Research in Human Subjects, Ministry of Public
Health, Thailand and The Institutes of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN), Yokohama, Japan. The informed consents were obtained from all study participants. All of participants were Thai volunteers aged over 18
years old who were born and living in the southern provinces of Thailand that was hit by the Tsunami including
Pang-nga, Ranong, Phuket, Krabi, Trang, and Satoon. They must have, at least 3 generations, their ancestors
with Southeast Asian appearances. The chronic PTSD cases used in this study were selected from subjects who
suffered of PTSD longer than six months or, in other words, who diagnosed with PTSD at both phases of
cross-sectional community survey. In turn, the subjects who not affected with PTSD at least six months aftermath were defined as controls. We excluded the subjects in severe physical and mental conditions that cannot
communicate during the interviewing process.
Cross-sectional community surveys were conducted in two phases with a set of standard structured questionnaires to determine chronic PTSD cases and controls. The protocols and procedures of both phases have been
previously described [24]. All instruments used in this study had been translated and tested for good cultural validity and reliability. The data of first phase study was collected within three months after the Tsunami disaster
in 2004. The subjects were interviewed by well-trained nursing students using Davidson Trauma Scale (DTS),
commonly used screening test for PTSD, [25] and Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS-2), clinical interviewed for diagnosis of PTSD [26]. The subjects from the first phase were re-interviewed with Structured Assessment for Drug Dependence and Alcoholism (SADDA), structured interview for genetic study, [27] to determine life time prevalence and chronic PTSD. Moreover, two other questionnaires; Diagnostic Interview for
Genetic studies (DIGS), used for getting genetic and heredity information [28] and Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI), used for community diagnosis of mental disorders [29] [30], were conducted in the
second phase to determine co-morbidity and to exclude other psychological disorders including drug abused,
bipolar disorders, anxiety disorders. The interviewers in this phase were well-trained psychologists whose interrater reliability has checked among them. Monitoring the performance of the interviewers of both phases by
psychiatrists was done along the data collection process to ensure the highest quality of the obtained clinical data.
Blood samples from every subject were also collected in this phase for genetic study. All questionnaires and assessment forms were tested for cultural validity and reliability [24].
The total 2046 subjects who met the criteria described above were included in this study and divided into two
independent case-control sample sets. The first sample set containing 396 individuals diagnosed with chronic
PTSD and 457 non-affected controls were used for GWAS analysis. Then P-values from GWAS analysis of the
first sample set was confirmed by the additional second set of samples containing the rest subjects, 395 chronic
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PTSD cases and 798 unaffected controls, used as replication samples to verify a possible association in the initial screening. Demographic characteristics were summarized in Table 1 for samples that were included in the
analyses.

2.2. SNP Genotyping and Case-Control Association Study
Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood leucocytes by using QIAamp DNA Mini QIAcube Kit
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The concentrations of genomic DNA of all samples extracted were measured with
ND-1000 (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE). A genome-wide genotyping for 396 cases and 457 controls was conducted using Illumina Human-Hap610 Genotyping BeadChip according to the manufacturer’s protocols (Illumina, San Diego, CA). A principal component analysis (PCA) was performed by an “Eigen analysis”
using smartpca program in the EIGENSOFT package [31] for evaluating and correcting the effect of population
stratification in our samples which might affect the results and interpretation of a genetic association study. Genotype data for the cases and controls and general population subjects for 89 East-Asian individuals (44 Japanese and 45 Han Chinese) from the International HapMap project (2003) were subjected to PCA analyses. PCA
plots were obtained by plotting the first two principal components (Eigenvectors 1 and 2) from our data with
those from reference samples of East-Asian ethnicities. An observation plot that significantly deviated from other samples was identified as outlier and excluded from the data set. The genotyping results were validated by
multiplex PCR-based Invader assays (Third Wave Technologies, Madison, WI) [32] and/or direct sequencing of
PCR products using a 96-capillary 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Data between
platforms were compared. For the quality control of our whole-genome genotyping data, SNPs on autosomal
chromosomes with the genotype call rate higher than 0.99, SNPs with minor allele frequency higher than 0.00 or
SNPs with a P-value of deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (PHWE) higher than 0.000001 in controls
were selected for further analysis. The genotype call rate was defined for each SNP as the fraction of samples
successfully genotyped over the total number of samples genotyped. The sample call rate was defined for each
subject as the fraction of successfully genotyped SNPs per sample over the total number of SNPs in the dataset.
In addition, SNPs located on mitochondrial DNA or on X and Y chromosomes were excluded. To search for a
rare variation which GWAS was not well powered to detect, we re-sequenced relevant region of candidate SNPs
in sixteen pooled DNA samples (three subjects per sample) using BigDye® Terminator cycle sequencing kit and
a 96-capillary 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).

2.3. Assessing Transcriptional Activity of rs267943 Using the Luciferase Assay
We constructed two plasmid constructs containing a copy of 41-bp oligonucleotides, which included either the
risk allele “G” or non-risk allele “A” of SNP rs267943 (Table 2) along with additional twenty base pairs flanking the allele with XhoI and BglII restriction sites at 5’ and 3’-end, respectively. The nucleotide sequence of oligonucleotide containing risk G allele is “TTGTGGCCAC TGAGCAACCA GAACCTTTCC AGCTGGTCCC
C” and the sequence of oligonucleotide for the non-risk A allele is “TTGTGGCCAC TGAGCAACCA AAACCTTTCC AGCTGGTCCC C”. Each oligonucleotide was cloned into the XhoI/BglII sites upstream of SV40
promoter in pGL4 vector (Promega, Madison, WI). Sequences of all constructs were confirmed by direct DNA
Table 1. Sample characteristics.
1st sample set (GWAS)

2nd sample set (Replication)

Total

Cases

Controls

Cases

Controls

Cases

Controls

(n = 396)

(n = 457)

(n = 395)

(n = 798)

(n = 791)

(n = 1255)

Female

247 (62.4)

280 (61.3)

249 (63.0)

453 (56.8)

496 (62.7)

733 (58.4)

Male

149 (37.6)

177 (38.7)

146 (37.0)

345 (43.2)

295 (37.3)

522 (41.6)

Mean age in years (S.D.)

39.0 (12.9)

40.0 (13.1)

37.3 (13.0)

41.2 (14.8)

38.2 (13.0)

40.8 (14.2)

Characteristic

Sex, n (%)

GWAS, Genome-wide association study; S.D., Standard deviation.
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Table 2. Summary of association results of SNPs in complete linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the rs267950.
SNP ID

Positiona

Alleleb

Case

Control

Risk

P-value

Odds

P-value

Odds

c

d

ratiod

(1/2)

11

12

22

MAF

11

12

22

MAF allele minimum

ratio

MH-P

rs3797115

10748380

[C/T]

406

320

65

0.284

766

428

57

0.217

T

1.09E−06

1.50

9.95E−07 1.44

rs3797117

10749280

[A/G]

402

322

66

0.287

765

427

57

0.217

G

3.52E−07

1.53

3.22E−07 1.47

rs3756405

10752771

[C/G]

406

317

68

0.286

763

423

63

0.220

G

1.74E−06

1.49

1.69E−06 1.43

rs3756407

10754514

[A/G]

401

322

67

0.289

757

435

57

0.220

G

8.30E−07

1.49

6.71E−07 1.45

rs267987

10765624

[G/A]

311

368 111 0.373

615

523 113 0.299

A

1.15E−06

1.49

5.52E−07 1.41

rs267979

10772132

[T/C]

309

368 111 0.374

611

520 114 0.300

C

1.14E−06

1.49

4.97E−07 1.42

rs267977

10773879

[A/T]

308

368 112 0.376

614

521 115 0.300

T

8.18E−07

1.50

3.39E−07 1.42

rs267974

10776467

[G/C]

308

371 112 0.376

612

523 114 0.301

C

7.11E−07

1.51

2.87E−07 1.42

rs413846

10785289

[C/T]

309

368 111 0.374

608

522 111 0.300

T

9.34E−07

1.49

4.06E−07 1.42

rs393291

10785625

[G/A]

303

371 117 0.382

596

541 115 0.308

A

1.16E−06

1.46

4.36E−07 1.41

rs382031

10786749

[G/A]

312

370 109 0.372

615

523 112 0.299

A

1.61E−06

1.49

6.93E−07 1.41

rs394407

10787081

[G/C]

312

368 110 0.372

616

520 113 0.299

C

1.34E−06

1.49

5.85E−07 1.41

rs267957

10791444

[C/T]

306

367 118 0.381

598

532 121 0.309

T

2.71E−06

1.45

1.08E−06 1.41

rs267952

10796135

[A/G]

309

369 112 0.375

619

521 112 0.298

G

2.80E−07

1.52

1.41E−07 1.44

rs267947

10798946

[A/G]

311

369 111 0.374

617

520 113 0.298

G

6.87E−07

1.50

3.49E−07 1.42

rs267944

10801231

[T/C]

307

372 112 0.377

613

521 114 0.300

C

4.95E−07

1.52

2.10E−07 1.43

rs267943

10801462

[A/G]

314

369 107 0.369

627

514 104 0.290

G

1.60E−07

1.54

6.15E−08 1.46

rs267940

10804862

[T/C]

315

369 106 0.368

615

519 112 0.298

C

4.21E−06

1.47

2.22E−06 1.39

Chromosome: 5; Gene: DAP, Location: intron, Overall 95% CI between 1.13 - 1.89. CI, confidence interval; DAP, death-associated protein; MAF,
minor allele frequencies; MH; Mantel-Haenszelmethod; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism. aFrom National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) build 36.3 reference; bThe second allele represents the minor allele; cThe minimum P-value of Fisher’s exact test for three models (dominant,
recessive and allelic models); dP-values and odd ratio for meta-analysis was calculated by the Mantel-Haenszel method using 1st and 2nd sample sets.

sequencing. For luciferase reporter assay, approximately 2.5 × 104 HeLa cells per well were plated on 24-well
plates 24 h prior to transfection. Cells were transiently transfected using FuGene®6 (Roche, Indianapolis, IN)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol with 200 ng of DNA plasmid and DNA to Fugene ratio of 3:1. The 40
ng of pRL-TK vector (Promega, Madison, WI) was included in every samples as an internal control to control
for transfection efficiencies. The pGL4 vector was also used in parallel as a negative control (Mock). The firefly
and Renillalucifease activities were measured 24 h after transfection, using a dual-luciferase reporter assay system (Promega, Madison, WI) following the manufacturer’s instructions. All experiments were independently
performed in triplicate and repeated four times. Additionally, the experiment was also repeated using two additional plasmids constructs containing three copies of the 41-bp oligonucleotides containing either the risk G or
the non-risk A allele to confirm the result obtained from constructs containing one copy of the 41-bp oligonucleotide.

2.4. Statistical Analysis
For association studies, the allele and genotype distributions in cases and controls were compared and evaluated
in allelic, dominant- and recessive-inheritance models by two-tail Fisher’s exact test. In the GWAS, SNPs were
sorted according to the lowest P-value in one of these models. The Manhattan and quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots
were generated by Haploview version 4.1 [33] and the statistical package R version 2.7.1 [34], respectively. The
inflation factor of genomic control (λGC, the observed median χ2 divided by the expected median value of
0.4549 under the null hypothesis) was also calculated. The Mantel-Haenszel (MH) test for meta-analysis was
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performed only in case of the combined analysis which the combination data of two sample sets were combined
and analyzed. For multiple testing, P-value threshold was corrected by Bonferroni correction, in which the conventional significant threshold of 0.05 for single SNP is divided by the total number of SNPs analyzed in a
GWAS [35]. Thus, the significant threshold for GWAS was set at 0.05/5.35 × 106 or 9.33 × 10−8 and for 2nd
screening was set at 0.05/90 or 5.56 × 10−4. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) structure of the genome was created by
Haploview 4.1 to determine the regions containing loci associated with disease risk. For luciferase reporter assays, relative luciferase activities were expressed as fold induction of firefly/Renillaluminescence ratio over
control (mock or vector). Differences in relative luciferase activities between the two allele constructs were
analyzed by unpaired two-tailed t test and P-value < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significance.

3. Results
3.1. Genome-Wide Association Study in PTSD
To identify genetic variants or SNPs associated with PTSD susceptibility, we conducted a genome-wide screening. Cases and controls were divided into two sets. The first set of samples consisted of 396 cases and 457 controls. No cases and controls were classified as outliers in the PCA plot (Figure 1), suggesting that our analysis is
not confound by population stratification. Sample call rates of the all subjects were more than 0.99. Of 600,420
SNPs genotyped, a total of 535,738 autosomal SNPs that passed our initial quality control, with genotype call
rate of ≥0.99 in both cases and controls and with PHWE < 0.000001 in controls, were further analyzed. The Q-Q
plot showed that most of observed P-values fit to the expected P-values under the null hypothesis (Figure 2(a)).
The λGC was 1.054, suggesting low possibility of false-positive associations from population stratification.
None of the SNPs achieved bonferroni-corrected genome-wide significance level at P < 9.33 × 10−8 (Figure
2(b)). The lowest P-value from our GWAS finding achieved a P-value of 6.18 × 10−7 for an SNP rs1447594
which located around 500 kb away from the nearest gene (IGSF11; immunoglobulin superfamily, member 11
gene).

3.2. The 2nd Screening and Combined Analysis
Top ninety SNPs achieved P-values of less than 1 × 10−4 from our GWAS analyses were further evaluated in a
second sample set which included 395 cases and 798 controls. Our screening using second sample set revealed
suggestive associations of two candidate SNPs with PTSD, rs267950 (rank no. 36) and rs954406 (rank no. 10),
which showed P-value of 7.44 × 10−4 and 1.00 × 10−3 respectively (Table 3). Both sample sets show similar

Figure 1. Principle component analysis (PCA) of substructure in a
diverse set of East Asian descent (HapMap JPT, CHB and Thai
PTSD cases and controls), European descent (CEU) and African
descent (YRI).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Overview the results of genome-wide association study for PTSD. (a) The quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot shows the
distribution of observed statistics by allelic test for all utilized 535,738 SNPs from GWAS. The diagonal line shows the values expected under the null hypothesis. The genomic control inflation factor (λGC) was 1.054, indicating a low possibility of
false-positive associations resulting from population stratification in our analysis. (b) The Manhattan plot of all results by
chromosome location. The Y axis represents the −log10 of the minimal P-values calculated by Fisher’s exact tests for three
models: dominant, recessive and allele frequency model.
Table 3. Two candidate SNPs associated with posttraumatic stress disorder in Thai Tsunami survivors.
Case
SNP ID

Study

11

12

22

Control
MAF 11

12

22

Risk
MAF allele

P-value (Fisher’s exact test)
Allele
1 vs 2

Odds

Genotype Genotype minimum ratio
11 vs
12 + 22

22 vs
11 + 12

rs267950
[T/C]a

GWAS

150

197

49 0.372 236 187

34

0.279

C

4.05E−05 6.25E−05 2.01E−02 4.05E−05 1.75

Chr 5

Replication

161

168

66 0.380 385 329

82

0.310

C

7.44E−04 1.36E−02 2.03E−03 7.44E−04 1.36

Positionb

Combined

311

365 115 0.376 621 516 116 0.298

C

3.43E−07 6.29E−06 3.21E−04 3.43E−07 1.52

10796433
Meta-analysisc
Gene DPA

1.48E−07 1.44

rs954406
[C/A]a

GWAS

174

190

32 0.321 269 161

27

0.235

A

8.93E−05 1.48E−05 2.25E−01 1.48E−05 1.83

Chr 10

Replication

175

178

35 0.320 435 302

49

0.254

A

1.01E−03 1.00E−03 9.18E−02 1.00E−03 1.51

Positionb

Combined

349

368

67 0.320 704 463

76

0.247

A

5.16E−07 1.16E−07 4.06E−02 1.16E−07 1.63

82617594
Gene
Meta-analysisc
LOC647532

3.97E−07 1.44

Overall 95% CI between 1.07 - 2.40; Chr, chromosome; CI, confidence interval; DAP, death-associated protein; GWAS, Genome-wide association
study; MAF, minor allele frequencies; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism. aThe second allele represents the minor allele; bFrom National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) build 36.3 reference; cP-value and odd ratio for meta-analysis was calculated by the Mantel-Haenszel method using
1st and 2nd sample sets.

direction of association. In addition, both candidate SNPs also showed an improved P-value (from 10−5 to 10−7)
when data were analyzed in combined set of samples using simple combination and meta-analysis (Table 3).
However, both SNPs did not reach the bonferroni-corrected significance level for the 2nd screening (P = 5.56 ×
10−4). The rs267950 is an intronic SNP within the death-associated protein 1 (DAP1) gene. The rs954406 is not
located within any known genes.
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3.3. Fine Mapping of SNPs around PTSD-Associated Candidate Regions

After validation of our GWAS finding using the second sample set and by combined analysis, we then focused
on two candidate SNPs for our subsequent analyses. The first candidate SNP rs267950 is located in the intron of
DAP1 gene and included in a large LD block covering the entire DAP1 gene (Figure 3(a)). The 24 tag SNPs
(squared correlation coefficient between the two SNPs (r2) < 0.8, MAF > 0.05) within the approximately 90-kb
LD region including the candidate SNP were selected from the International HapMap Han Chinese (CHB) data
and genotyped in both sample sets which consisted of 791 chronic PTSD cases and 1255 controls. No SNP were
found to have lower P-value compared to the rs267950. We further genotyped those 18 SNPs that were in complete LD with the rs267950. Genotype distributions of these 18 captured SNPs in cases and controls are shown
in Table 2. Among these SNPs, rs267943 showed the lowest P-value (MH-P = 6.15 × 10−8) with an OR of 1.46
(95% CI, 1.19 - 1.79) and achieved genome-wide significant threshold (Figure 3(b)). We also conducted deep
re-sequencing of all four exons of DAP1 gene using sixteen pooled of DNA samples (three subjects per pool) to
determine whether there might be harbor the other exonic variations that could be associated with PTSD. The
six previously reported SNPs and two novel SNPs were found. However, none of these SNPs were significantly
associated with PTSD as shown in Table 4.
The second candidate SNP rs954406 is located on chromosome 10. Fine mapping was carried out using five
tag SNPs (r2 < 0.8, MAF > 0.05) within 53-kb LD region including the candidate SNP. None of these tag SNPs
was found to be significantly associated with PTSD. The most significant P-value was rs954406. No other SNPs
were found to be completely-linked (r2 > 0.8) to rs954406 within this LD block (Figure 3(b)).

3.4. Transcriptional Activity of rs267943
To evaluate whether rs267943 could affect DAP1 transcriptional activity, we performed luciferase reporter assay
by generating two plasmid constructs containing either the risk allele “G” or non-risk allele “A” of SNP
rs267943 on inserted DNA fragments. The basal activity of SV40 promoter for the construct carrying 1-copy of

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Case-control association results and linkage disequilibrium map of PTSD-associated candidate regions Casecontrol association plots, genomic structure and linkage disequilibrium (LD) map of (a) 200-kb region surrounding
rs267950 on chromosome 5 and (b) rs954406 on chromosome 10. Black dots represent P-value obtained from the genome-wide association study (GWAS). Red dots and open diamonds represent P-value obtained from tag SNPs and SNPs
captured by the tag SNPs in fine mapping, respectively. The LD map based on D’ was drawn using the genotype data of
the cases and the controls in GWAS phase.
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Table 4. Summary of association results of SNPs identified in four exons of DAP1 gene.
SNP ID
rs267927

Positiona Location

Alleleb

Case

Control

Risk

P-value
c

Odds P-value

Odds

d

ratiod

(1/2)

11

12

22

MAF

11

12

22

MAF allele minimum

ratio

MH-P

733

429

76

0.235

C

1.97E−01

1.33 1.92E−01 1.11

9

1

0.004

T

3.57E−01

1.59 6.71E−01 1.34

644 275 0.483

G

7.55E−02

1.19 7.72E−02 1.12

10761182

exon1

[C/T]

482 269

37

0.218

rs5745297 10680997

exon4

[C/T]

779

0

0.006 1239

10680547

exon4

[G/A]

229 399 157 0.454

rs34974881 10680526

exon4

[G/A]

788

2

0

0.001 1247

1

0

0.000

A

5.64E−01

3.16 9.01E−01 2.31

rs3733765 10680491

exon4

[G/A]

758

32

0

0.020 1185

62

1

0.026

G

2.90E−01

1.26 4.18E−01 1.22

rs1049344 10680487

exon4

[C/T]

539 212

25

0.169

368

42

0.184

C

1.86E−01

1.14 2.23E−01 1.11

rs9857

10

317

818

Novel1

10679912

exon4

[C/G]

788

2

0

0.001 1245

4

0

0.002

C

1.00E+00

1.27 8.15E−01 1.74

Novel2

10679820

exon4

[A/T]

788

2

0

0.001 1245

4

0

0.002

A

1.00E+00

1.27 8.15E−01 1.74

Chromosome: 5; Gene: DAP; Overall 95% CI between 0.21 - 34.96; CI, confidence interval; DAP, death-associated protein; MAF, minor allele frequencies; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism. aFrom NCBI build 37.1 reference; bThe second allele represents the minor allele; cThe minimum
P-value of Fisher’s exact test for three models (dominant, recessive and allelic models); dP-values and odd ratio for meta-analysis was calculated by the
Mantel-Haenszel method using 1st and 2nd sample sets.

G allele was slightly different from the construct carrying 1-copy of A allele (P = 1.62 × 10−2) (Figure 4). The
difference between two allele constructs was confirmed through repeated experiment using 3-copy of G allele,
which found that the basal activity was slightly but significantly higher than that for the construct carrying 3copy of A allele (P = 9 × 10−5) (Figure 4).

4. Discussion
We reported the first GWAS for PTSD susceptibility in an Asian population using hypothesis-free approach in a
large homogenous population from the 2004 Tsunami disaster in the southern part of Thailand. After multiple
testing corrections, the strongest signal for association with PTSD susceptibility was observed in rs267943
which achieved a genome-wide significant level (MH-P = 6.15 × 10−8). rs267943 is located within DAP1 on
chromosome 5 and could be a novel PTSD susceptibility gene.
PTSD is a multifactorial disease. Several genetics and environmental factors may contribute to the complex
etiology of PTSD. Therefore, in this study, we carefully planned and designed our study to avoid errors and discrepancies documented in previous related studies on PTSD genetic factors such as subject selection criteria to
better examine how genetic factors can influence the development of PTSD. Only Thai subjects were included
in this study to minimize problems with regard to multiple ancestries in the studied population. PCA confirmed
the homogeneity of our studied population (Figure 1). Additionally, we also applied rigorous quality control in
our GWAS to minimize spurious association from within our data sets (samples and SNPs). Control subjects
were carefully selected and included tsunami survivors who experienced similar traumatic events but did not
develop PTSD at least six months after the events. Additionally, control populations had similar parameters as
case population and were matched for age, sex and trauma exposures. Our study had some potential limitations
including male to female ratio and the size of studied population. The male to female ratios in our studied population were slightly different between our data sets as shown in (Table 1). Nonetheless, results obtained from
this study should be valid since the ratios were similar. Additionally, study on the contribution of environment
and genetic factors on the development of PTSD confirmed that sex plays insignificant role in the development
of PTSD. While the study presented in this report may have some potential limitations, our study will provide
much needed information for future studies on PTSD in the Thai population.
Two PTSD susceptibility candidate SNPs (rs267950 and rs954406) were detected in our GWAS analysis.
Both genes did not reach genome-wide significant level; however, they are likely to be associated with PTSD
susceptibility and showed much improved association with PTSD when these SNPs were analyzed in combined
sample sets. Previous study showed that GWAS for bipolar disorder combined several small data sets to reach a
genome-wide significant level while each small data set showed only suggestive but not significant P-value [36].
It was postulated that GWAS for psychiatric disorders many of true associations (true risk loci) would be
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Figure 4. Luciferase reporter gene assay of rs267943, Transiently transfections of mock vector, A- and G-allele constructs were performed in Hela
cell line. The firefly luciferase activities were normalizedto Renilla luciferase activities in each experiment. The bars represent the mean ± S.D. relative luciferase activity of three independent experiments done in quadruplicate. Differences at P < 0.05 by Student’s t test were considered to be significant. (*) indicates P < 0.05 and (***) indicates P < 0.001.

contained within the top few hundred or thousand hits of modest significant P-values rather than concentrated
within the top few hits of highly significant P-values [37]. A significant level with P-value of less than 10−7
might be too stringent a criterion to use in single psychiatric disorder GWAS. A rather modest significant level
with P-value between 10−4 to 10−7 might be sufficient to differentiate true from spurious associations.
All of the PTSD-associated SNPs, including rs267950 and other additional 18 SNPs that were in complete LD
with rs267950 (Table 2), were found in the intron of DAP1 gene. However, luciferase reporter promoter analysis of the most significant SNPs, rs267943, showed that rs267943 could affect DAP1 gene expression. To our
knowledge, this is the first study revealed a significant association between DAP1 polymorphism and PTSD.
Another candidate SNP rs954406 was shown to be significantly associated with PTSD after fine mapping.
rs954406 is located over 220 kb away a gene with unknown function, SH2 domain containing 4B (SH2D4B).
The DAP1 gene, spanning approximately 80 kb, is ubiquitously expressed in various cells and tissues and is
expressed as a single 2.4 kb mRNA encoding a small basic proline-rich protein [38]. DAP1 proteins are highly
conserved and orthologs has been identified in most eukaryotic species [39] [40]. Previous studies using immu-
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nostaining and biochemical fractionation revealed that DAP1 localized to the cytoplasm [41]. The involvement
of DAP1 in PSTD could be through its role in two evolutionary conserved biological processes, apoptosis and
autophagy [38] [40]. The functional relationship between apoptosis and autophagy is complex [42]. Both processes have been implicated in the pathogenesis of many neurodegenerative disorders such as PTSD, Parkinson’s, Huntington’s and Alzheimer’s diseases [43]-[45]. Increasing evidences suggested abnormal cell loss in
different parts of the brain in patients with PTSD. Several meta-analysis studies suggested a strong relationship
between PTSD and hippocampus atrophy resulted in a significantly smaller hippocampus bilaterally in patients
with PTSD as compared to non PTSD patients [46]-[48]. Reduced amygdala volume has been reported in patients with PTSD as compared to trauma-exposed non PTSD patients [48] [49]. Studies suggested that apoptosis
could be responsible for the atrophy in hippocampus and in amygdala seen in PTSD patients [50]-[52].
DAP1 was recently identified as a novel substrate for Ser/Thr kinase mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)
[40], a new target for pharmacological intervention for treatment of PTSD. Systemic inhibition of mTOR by rapamycin following traumatic memory reactivation has been shown to inhibit reconsolidation of fear conditioning in a rat model [53]. Activation of mTOR in the hippocampus [54] or amygdale [55] is required in fear memory acquisition and consolidation. Together, these findings suggested that DAP1, an mTOR substrate, might
play an important role in the pathogenesis of PTSD. DAP1 could regulate apoptotic process and memory formation in certain brain regions through mTOR signal transduction. Future studies both in vitro and in vivo into the
role of DAP1 in brain will be needed to help establish biological significance of DAP1 in normal brain functions
and in neurological disorders such as PTSDs.
Recently, Logue MW, et al. performed GWAS in approximately 500 white and non-Hispanic veterans after
combat trauma experience [56] and linked genetic variation in the retinoid-related orphan receptor alpha (RORA)
gene to the development of PTSD. The association between RORA genetic variants and PTSD susceptibility was
replicated in an African American population. It is interesting that genetic variations identified by Logue, et al
[56] are different from genetic variations identified in this study. There are several factors that could contribute
to this difference including differences in sample size, ethnicity and type of traumatic event in the study. However, it might be interesting to determine the molecular basis of how both RORA, identified by Logue, et al, and
DAP1, identified in this study, could contribute to PTSD susceptibility.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we conducted the first GWAS for PTSD susceptibility in an Asian population followed by a replicate study and fine mapping in 791 cases and 1255 controls. We demonstrated that rs267943, located within
DAP1 gene, had the strongest association with the risk of PTSD and could be a novel PTSD susceptibility gene.
Future studies will investigate gene-environmental (GxE) interaction in PTSD to identify all biopsychosocial
factors contributing to PTSD susceptibility and bring to preventive strategies. To date, very little is known about the
pathogenesis of PTSD. Our study suggested that DAP1 may play a role underlying the pathogenesis of PTSD.
Better understanding into the function of DAP1 in brain cell apoptosis and memory reconsolidation in certain
regions of the brain will be essential for the development of new drugs or strategies for prevention and treatment
of PTSD. Similar GWAS study in different populations will be needed to confirm the association of DAP1 and
PTSD susceptibility. The significance of SNPs associated with PTSD identified in this study (Table 3) should
be tested in other psychological disorders in the near future to determine whether PTSD susceptibility shares
common genetic risk factors with other comorbid diseases.
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